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The purpose of this paper is twofold: first, to provide a bibliography and a
d if selective survey of known national econometric models of Pacific Basin
n of countries; and second, to evaluate the feasibility of linking a selected set of
it in these models, one for each country, into a regional Pacific Basin model.
sHy Pacific Basin as used in this paper is defined as consisting of all countries
AFE that border the Pacific 'Ocean. Thus it includes not only North America and
ted East and Southeast Asia, but also Oceania and those countries of Latin
no America that are located on the Pacific Ocean.
bo- The importance of the Pacific Basin needs little emphasis. The interna-
iled tional trade of the Pacific Basin countries is growing much faster than the
ned world average. Pacific Basin countries are also gaining rapidly as recipients
Ill of foreign direct investnients. They are also niajor producers and exporters
the of important commodities such as oil, rubber, sugar, and tin.
red The countries of the Pacific Basin may he divided into two principal
) be groups: the developed countries--Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand,
the and the United States; and the developing countriesall the others)
Among the developing countries, one may further distinguish between the
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those that are principally light nianufacturers, suciras the Republicof
Korea. The former are usually rich in natural resources. Thelatter are
usually poor in resources, but have relatively skilled laborforces whoare
able to produce exportable light manufactures with importedraw materials
and sometimes imported capital.
Our survey is in some respects critical of some of the existingmodels of
developing Pacific Basin countries. The criticismsare meant to becon.
structive, however, and we do fully recognize the pioneering
nature of
many of those efforts. Moreover, the models were built forvarious pur.
poses and without linkage in mind; so none is to be faulted for failingto do
what was never intended. If linkage of theseor similar models were to be
undertaken, it would have to be ona cooperative basis with objective5
clearly defined. In the concluding sectionwe offer some suggestionsfor
desirable improvements from the viewpoint oflinkage intoa regional
model of the Pacific Basin.
II. A LINKED MODEL OF THE PACIFICBASIN?
The Pacific Basin (PB) countriesare part of the world economy, butcan they reasonably be describedas comprising a regionaleconomy as well? In
e the absence ofan explicit institutionalapparatus for joint political and
economic decision making, suchas the European EconomicCommunity, a the answer hinges largelyon the degree to which thePB nations are tli integrated by trading relationships.If most of their tradeis with other PB in nations, they aremore closely tied to one anotherthan to outsidecoun- th tries.
af The trade data in tables1 and 2 show that (1)the countries of the Pacific Basin do trademore with each other than withoutsiders, but that (2) there h are also several well-definedinternal trading blocswithin the Basin. On the eq first point, it svill beseen that each of thetwenty PB countriesor regions th distinguishedinTable 1obtains halfor moreusually substantially ter more--of its iniports fromPB suppliers, andconversely, that the rest of the world (ROW)receives much less than halfof its imports from PBsuppliers. Similarly, on theexport side, seventeenof the twenty PBcountries or an regions sell more internallythan externally,whereas thereverse is true of ser the ROWgrouping (Table 2).




































Pacific Basin National Econometric Models 201
the United States and Europe, hut very little across the Pacific. (3) The
Western Pacific countries trade heavily with one another and (usually) with
the United States, but sparingly with other American countries.
It appears, then, that the United States and the Western Pacific countries
comprise a well-defined trading group which could be meaningfully linked
in a regional PB model. Adding the other American countries to the model
would add little information on trade flowsri or across the Pacific Ocean.
We therefore concentrate on the Western Pacific countries in our survey of
econometric models in the Pacific Basin.
Ill. SOME liNKAGE PRNCIPI[S
National economies are linked structurally through their foreign trade and
financial transactions. These activities provide the principal channels
through which a disturbance originating in one country may be transmitted
to another.2 On occasion, of course, several countries may be affected by
synchronized external shocks from international political events or other
global influences, but such factors are difficult to systematize or model.
National economies may receive shocks from abroad through changes in
export demand or capital inflows or through externally determined changes
in prices of tradable goods or interest rates. They may transfer disturbances
abroad through changes in their import demands or capital outflows or
through internally determined changes in prices of tradable goods or
interest rates. In addition to the foregoing disturbances operating directly
through the current and capital accounts, payment surpluses or deficits will
affect a nation's monetary base under a regime of fixed or controlled
exchange rates, unless changes in foreign exchange reserves are sterilized
by the monetary authorities. Finally, external disturbances may induce
equilibrating domestic responses through the income multiplier and
through endogenous changes iii the money stock, interest rates, and the
terms of trade, and all of these channels may be affected by discretionary
policies as well.
Thus, full-blown linkage would require that each national model provide
an endogenous explanation of national income, prices, and interest rates to
serve as arguments in the trade and capital flow equations and should have
a monetary sector to relate the money stock to changes in foreign exchange
reserves on the supply side and to income, prices, and interest rates on the
demand side. It would also require that the relevant policy instruments
exchange rates,tariffs, taxes, monetary controls, and so forth--appear
explicitly in the models if the system is to be used to study the domestic
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No existingsystem completelymeets theserequirements.henearest approach is theProject LINK worldeconomic model, whichis a systemof thirty-one linkednational or regionalmodels, includingtoll-scalestructural models for thirteendeveloped marketeconomies: Australia,Austria, Rd. gium, Canada,France. Finland,West Germany,Italy, Japan, theNether- lands, Sweden,the United Kingdom,and the UnitedStates of America. Some of thesemodels have complete
monetary sectors, butseveral donot. None of thempresently includesequations for capitalflows, but complete balance-of-paymentsmodels haverecently beendeveloped forCanada, Germany, Japan, theUnited Kingdom,and the UnitedStates, and willsoon he added to thesystem. Meanwhile,it is linkedexclusively throughthe current account.The traderelationshipsare certainlya large part probably thedominant partofthe story, however;and the LINKsysteni has proved itselfas a lorecasting andsimulation niodelcapable ofa variety of importantapplications in itspresent state.4 This experiencewith LINK leadsus to the conclusionthat a linked regional PB trademodel would bea substantial anduseful achievementin itself, besidesproviding thefoundation foreventual incorporationof capital and reserve flowsin an expandedsystem. We willaccordinglyconcentrate on the production,price, monetary,and foreigntrade sectorsin our examination ofexisting PB modelsfor linkagefeasibility. Beforeturning to the models,however, it will heuseful to discusssome general principlesof specification andlinkage as guidelinesfor thesurvey. First, the typicalimport equationsof a nationalmodel shouldinclude as explanatory variablesa measure ofdomestic activity,such as realincome or industrial production,and the relativeprice of importedand domesti- cally producedgoods. Othervariables affectingimports, possiblyincluding lagged valuesof dependentor independentvariables, shouldalso appear when appropriate.Unless relativeprices are included,nothing can besaid about the effectsof currencyrevaluationson the changes inthe terms of trade and unlesslags are included,the importantdistinction betweenshort- and longer-runresponses is lost.
Second, in modelsfor developingcountries it willfrequently l)e found that foreignexchangereserves are a constrainton the abilityto import and must be includedin the importfunction alongwith the demandvariables just described.Ideally, the stockof reservesshould then hedetermined endogenously, buta full explanationwould requirean endogenousniodel of capital flows.At leastone importantcomponent of capitalinflow foreign aidisin anycase an externally
determinedpolicy variable. Exogenous variationsin foreign aidmay be an important









































Pacific Basin National Econometric Models 207
explained endogenously in the models for developed market economies,
may markedly affect the developing countries.
Third, although an aggregate import function is a useful beginning, there
is a large payoff to additional commodity disaggregation. All the national
models in LINK include import demand functions for four commodity
classes: food and agricultural products (SITC 0 plus 1), raw materials (SITC
2 plus 4), fuel and lubricants (SITC 3), and manufactured products (SITC 5
through 9. The relevance of this breakdown is evident, given the impor-
tance of oil imports to many economies and the structural differences
between developed and developing countries in the composition of trade
between materials and finished goods.
Fourth, the domestic income and price levels should be appropriately
linkedtoforeigntrade.indemand-oriented niodekfordeveloped
economies changes inexport demand will have multiplier consequences
for domestic income and production. Additionally, the domestic price level
may be affected if prices are an endogenous function of demand pressures
through a Phillips curve or monetary mechanism. With regard to develop-
ing coUntry models, real income may be supply-determined and hence
unresponsive to changes in export demand in any direct way. If imported
materials or capital goods provide the production constraint in such
models, real income will respond directly to imports rather than to exports,
except insofar as exports augment or diminish foreign exchange earnings
and the latter are an effective constraint on imports.
Fifth, the domestic price level may be directly affected by changes in
trade prices. In open economies, prices of exportable goods may follow the
world price level and may determine other domestic prices indirectly by
affecting the wage level.& Increases in import prices will directly affect the
prices of goods produced with imported materials. Additionally, wage
increases may be induced by the rise in prices of imported consumergoods
or domestically produced consumer goodswith a substantial import con-
tent. Finally, profit margins may be raised on domesticsubstitutes for
imported goods and on goods purchased with imported materials7
Sixth, for exports, two choices are realistically open in a linked systemof
models. One option is to retain the existing export functions in the national
models, where a typical export function would include the volume of
world trade as one of the explanatory variables. The difficulty here is that
the final linked solution for world trade may be inconsistent on the export
and import sides. In the "Mini-LINK" solution algorithm,8 for example,the
sum of predicted imports Irom all nationalmodels is brought into equality
with the volume of world trade, which enters the exports functionsof the
national models. Nothing in the procedure guarantees,however, that the
sum of predicted exports will also be equal tothe volume of world trade.





















Bert G. Hickman andLawrence j. Lau
the originalexport functions ofthe national modelsand substitutesa consistent set ofexport predictions generatedthrough an estimatedtrade matrix. The basicapproachmay be sketchedas follows: a. Total imports ofa given commodityclass are determinedin each model by theimport demandfunction:
(1)frk = m (viePk. r, z1)
wheremik is the real quantityof imports ofcommodity k bycountry i, measured in localcurrency units; y isa real activity variablefor country I; pis the domesticprice index ofclose substitutesfor the kthcommodity; p, is the importprice of k in U.S.dollars; rj is theexchange rate oflocal currency for U.S.dollars;nd z, refersto other determinantsof imports. b. Thevector of nationimports so determinedis then allocatedamong supplying countriesby estimatedmarket shares.Thus, let xkbethe exports of countryito countryj for the kthcommodity class.Then the totalimports of the commodityby country/ are m,k = and the marketshares are = xUk/mJk. Giventhe a coefficientsand thepredeterminedimport quantities, theexports ofcountry i are:
X-" JaJkrnk
The sharecoefficientsmay vary fromyear to year,however, and inthe LINK modelthe current-periodshares area function ofrelative export prices andtime. Thusthe exportdemand functionfor countryi and commodity k is(assuming ncountries):
X,Xfk ((,,. . Pft' ffj, t,my, ...fl1fl() in thisexpression theak are base marketshares.p- is the exportprice of commodityk fromcountry i, andpffis a weightedindex of thecompeting
export pricesfaced bycountry i.9 c. The tradesystem is completedby twosets of priceequations for
exports andimports. Theexport pricesare endogenously
determined in
each model.The importprice indexesare weightedaverages of theexport
prices, withweights givenby thesame market sharecoefficientsas used to
allocate importquantities in thebase period:
(4)PJ O1JkP(k
d. Iterativetechniquesare used to obtaina consistentsolution forthe
entire systemof linked models.b0For a givenset of domestic
predetermined
variables andexchangerates, thesystem can besolved for allendogenous
variables includinga Consistentset of tradeflows andexport andimport
price indexes,and satisfiesthe worldtrade constraintthat I.xy,.=
for eachcommodity,as well as alldomesticconstraints.IV. SURVEY OF MODEtS
A first objective of our survey of PacificBasin national econometric models
is to catalog past and currenteconometric building efforts in the countries
of the Pacific Basin. Models of the developedcountries of the Pacific Basin,
namely, Australia, Canada, Japan, andthe United States, are well known
and have been surveyed elsewhere.11We shall therefore confineour
attention to only the developing countriesof the Pacific Basin. A second
objective of our survey is to evaluatethe feasibility of linking the national
econometric models of the PB countries intoone regional model. Since our
preliminary analysis of the pattern oftrade flows indicates that Canada,
Mexico, and Central and South Americancountries on the Pacific Basin
trade almost exclusively with the UnitedStates and with one another but
very little with countries across the Pacific, inclusion of thosecountries in a
linked regional model will not contributematerially to our understanding
of the workings of the Pacific Basineconomy. We shall therefore further
limit the geographical scope ofour survey to only the United States and the
countries of the West and South Pacific. Moreover,since the United States,
Japan, and Australia are already participating membersof Project LINK,
there is obviously no question of the feasibility oflinkage.12 Our discussion
will therefore be primarily focusedon New Zealand and on the developing
countries in the West and South Pacific.
A number of the developing countries in the West andSouth Pacific
have more than one national econometric model.All known models and
their related publications are listed in the bibliographyon models of
developing countries in the Pacific Basin in AppendixA. However, in order
to avoid the laborious process of reviewing each andevery model avail-
able for each country, a process which will be of only limitedinterest to the
reader, we have decided to chooseone model for each country that
appears to show the most promise for linkage purposes. Thereare no set
and fast criteria for our choice of models, butwe were generally guided by
the following considerations: first,it should be a relatively recent model;
second, it should be a relatively comprehensive model; third,it should
contain as much international detail as possible; fourth,it should be a
general-purpose econometric model; and finally,it should be an active
model, that is, one that is being continually monitored, maintained,and
updated. Not all of the models that we have chosen satisfy thesecriteria,
and the relative weights placedon each criterion are clearly subjective.
However, in our opinion, these models do show the bestpromise for
linkage.
The countries explicitly included in the survey are the People's Republic
of China, Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, New Zealand, The Philippines,
5
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Singapore, Taiwan (Republicof China), Thailand.and the Republicof Vietnam. Hong Kong andMalaysia, although theyfall into thecategory of developing countriesin the West Pacific,are not representedbecause we have not been ableto locate nationaleconometric modek forthem)1 A summary description of eachmodel surveyed ispresented in tabularform in Appendix B.
For the survey itself,instead of usinga country-by-countryapproach,we shall use the sectoralapproach. We shallexamine sixsectors of the economy that areimportant for linkagepurposes either becausethey provide the interfacebetween the linkedmodels or becausethey are most likely to be directlyaffected by externaldevelopments. Thesix sectorsare production andincome, investments,imports, exports,prices, andmoney and finance.
Production andIncome
Total real outputin an economyshould be equalto total realexpenditure in theeconomy. Productionand incomeare therefore two sidesof the same coin. In a national
econometric modeltotal real product(or income) may be determinedby either supplyor demand or bya combination of supply and demandfactors. The modelsfor China,Indonesia, Korea,New Zealand, thePhilippines, andThailand all havesupply constraints,whereas the models forSingapore, Taiwan,and Vietnamare completely demand determined.However, the modelsfor Korea andThailand may alsobe regarded as demand
determined becauseexpenditure itemssuch as con- sumption andinvestment are eitherseparately explainedor exogenous. In the New Zealandmodel, current realoutput is in factdemand determined, although capacityreal outputis exogenous. Imports of rawmaterials, intermediateinputs, and fuelsmay be expected a priori to beimportant and perhapseven critical productioninputs in labor-surplus andresource-deficienteconomies, suchas those of Korea and Taiwan,that specializein labor-intensivelight manufacturing.Surpris- ingly enough,these inputshave not beenincluded inany one of the production functionsin any of thenational econometricmodels surveyed. Thus importshave no direct
supply-side influencesin the determinationof GNP.
Even fordemand-determinedmodels, itis possible forGNP to be pm constrained bythe quantityof imports,through thelatter's influenceon consumption. TheVietnam modelis preciselysuch acase. Foodconsump- ca tion dependson rice importsas well as riceproduction andthe number of Co farm animals.Nonfoodconsumption dependson GNP andon imports.
is


































of productive capacity. There is no capital constrainton the quantity of real
production. Net domestic product in the economy is determinedas the
sum of net value added by modern sectors except government, net value
added by traditional sectors, and net value added by government. Net
value added by modern sectors and net value added by traditionalsectors
depend directly and indirectly on net value added by agriculture,net value
added in agriculture lagged one period, and lagged value added by mining,
all of which are assumed to be exogenously determined." Thus, total real
product of the economy must be consideredas basically exogenous.
Investment is determined as a residual of real product minus all the other
expenditures. There is no explicit capital stock variable, but inasmuchas
the total real product is determined completely independently of the
capital stock, its absence does not affect the model. In this model, foreign
developments cannot possibly affect the quantity of real aggregate output.
IndonesiaThe production sector is spelled out in substantial detail. Five
sectors can be distinguished: the primary sectors, manufacturing and
public utilities,construction, transportation, and services and mining.
Manufacturing and public utilities together with construction constitute
what is called the secondary sector, and transportation plus services and
mining constitute what is called the tertiary sector. There are explicit
value-added functions for each of the five sectors distinguished, which
depend on the quantities of government capital stocks in agriculture and in
industry and on the quantities of private capital stock in those same sectors,
but lagged one period. Thus, production is truly supply determined, being
constrained by the quantities of government and private capital stocks. In
addition, there is a rice yield equation, which is basically autoregressive;
given the area of cultivated land in rice, it determines total rice production.
However, neither the yield nor the total production directly affect value
added in the primary sector. The purpose of introducing rice production is
to explain rice consumption, which in turn affects iniports of consumption
goods.
KoreaTotal value added is the sum of real value added in the primary
sector, consisting of agriculture, fishery, and forestry, and the nonprimary,
consisting of allindustries other than those three. Value added in the
primary sector is assumed to be exogenous to the national econometric
model. Value added in the nonprimary sector depends on employment,
capital stock, current and lagged real money balances, and a time trend.
Constant returns are assumed. Thus, these components of the total real
product are supply determined. Aggregate expenditure. on the other hand,
is demand determined. Because separate consumption and investment
functions are estimated, in addition to the production functions, the GNP
Pacific Basin National Econometric Models 211identity need not hold in general foran arbitrary choice of theexogenous variables. Thus, the "statistical discrepancy"between real productand total real expendituremay be large.
New ZealandReal capacity output is exogenouslydetermined by a trend
over peaks of seasonally adjustedaggregate expenditure. Currentaggregate
expenditure is then determined by demandfactors.
The PhilippinesReal aggregate output of theeconomy is a function of
current quantities of the capital stockand employment. Thus, thisis a suppJydetermined niodel. Givenreal GNP, the productionsubmode
determines value added ofseven sectors: agriculture, fishing, andforestry; mining and quarrying;manufacturing; construction;transport, storage,
communications and utilities;commerce; and services. Sectoraloutput is determined n two differentways. Manufacturing output isa function of capital stock in manufacturingand the price ofmanufactures. The outputs of the remainingsectors except services dependon output lagged one period and current outputprices. Service outputis a function Only of
output lagged one period. Eitherdemand functions foreach sector's output or sectoral price formationfunctions are used to closethe system. There may be a discrepancy betweenreal GNP and thesum of values added by the seven sectors. Itis interpretedas depreciation plus indirecttaxes plus net factor income fromabroad.
SingaporeThere is no productionfunction or supplyconstraint. The model is den-ianddetermined
TaiwanGross domestic productis completely demanddetermined. There are no supply-sideconstraints. There is alsono sectoral supply detail. Given totalgross domestic product, thevalues of theVariables_wages and salaries, profits of privateenterprises, profit ofgovernment enterprises, and depreciatjonare determined.
ThailandProduction is supplydeterminedFour subsectorsare distin- guished in theproduction sector: rice,agriculture other than rice,manufac turing, and service.Rice production isa function of landarea cultivated in rice and capital stockin agriculture laggedone period. Nonriceagricultural production is a functionof land areacultivated in productsother than rice, agricultural capital stocklagged one period,and thepercentage of culti- vated landarea in rice that isdamaged ina given year. Manufacturing sector output isa function of capita!lagged oneperiod. Servicesector output is a function ofcapital laggedone period and of time.In addition to the foursectoral values added,thereis rubberproduction, whichis
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flous determined by rubberexports__which in turn dependson tappable rubber and
acreage, the price of rubber, andworld demand forrubber__and by desired changes in the stockof rubber, which isexogenous. Real GNP is
d thus the sum of the fourvalues added plus rubberproduction plus real net reri
factor income from abroad.There are also three landallocation functions gate
that determine how muchcultivated land is to be devotedto rice, rubber, and other agriculturalproduction on the basis ofcurrent and lagged relative prices andexpected yields of each.Land for tappable rubber n of
depends in additionon itself lagged. Land for otheragricultural production depends also on theagricultural capital stock laggedone period. Finally, in ode
the Thai model, there isalso a "statistical discrepancy,"similar to that in stry; the Korean one, betweentotal real output and totalreal expenditure. rage,




plus In national econometric modelsin which real aggregateoutput is supply
constrained, current investmentplays a very important rolein the determi-
nation of not only the present butalso the future course of theeconomy. In The addition to beinga component of current aggregate demand,investment
changes the capital stock ofthe economy and through thecapital stock
changes, the future levels ofreal output. The explanationof investment in ere the Pacific Basin countriescan be classified into two types: supplydeter- tail, mined, with investmentconstrained either by the availabilityof capital and goods (whether domesticor imported) or by credit availabilityor by profits; nd and demand determined, withinvestment related to output bya flexible
accelerator mechanism, by laggedcapital stock, by expected profits,and
possibly by the user cost of capital.Among the supply-determinedinvest- tin- ment functions, one may further distinguishbetween those that arere- ac- source constrained, that is, constrained by eithertotal production or capital
in goods production or capitalimports, and those thatare finance con-
ral strained, that is, constrained by theavailability of credit, profitsor, gener-
cc, ally, of investable funds. Ingeneral, a particular investment functionmay
be a hybrid combination ofmore than one of the three types of investment
ng function discussed above.
tor In all of the models surveyed,New Zealand comes the closestto having
to purely demand-determinedinvestment functions. The investment functions
is in the rest of the modelsmay all be considered as having both demandand
F
LauS
supply factors. In particular, the quantity of importsenters directly into the
investment functions of Indonesia, The Philippines, andVietnam. A foreign
capital flow variable enters directly into the investmentfunctions of Korea.
Bank credit and other liquidityvariables enter the investment functions of
Indonesia, Taiwan, and Thailand. Governmentinvestment and exports
both lagged one periodare the determinants of private investment in the
Singapore model.
ChinaInvestment is determined by the residual ofoutput minus all other
expenditures. Since real aggregateoutput is basically exogenous, invest-
ment is effectively constrained by supply.Yet inasmuch as there isno
capital stock variable in the Chinesemodel, the quantity of investment has
no impact on either current or future levelsof real aggregate output.
IndonesiaA distinction is drawn betweengovernment and private capital
stock and government andprivate investment. Total investmentin the
economy depends on the quantity ofcapital imports laggedone period and
current total bank credit, whichis exogenous to the model.Thus total
investment is supply determined.Total investment is disaggregatedfirst into government and private Investment.Government investment is determined
through the capital stockequations of government capitalin agriculture, industry, and welfarerespectively All three capitalstocks depend on the imports of capital goods andthemselves laggedone period. In addition, the last two investmentfunctions dependon per capita gross domesticproduct and governmentrevenue. Total private investmentis the difference be- tween total investment andtotal governmentinvestment. Given total private investment, theinvestments in four of the fiveproduction sectors are determined; the investmentin the remainingsector is determined by theresidualmethod. Primary-sectorcapitalstockisdetermined by primary-sector output andcapital stock laggedone period. Investment in construction is determined bytotal private investmentand the change in output of the constructionsector. Investment inmanufacturing and public utilities and inservices and mining dependon total private investment.
KoreaThe investmentfunctions are of theflexible acceleratortype. Five kinds of investmentare distinguished: residentialconstruction, investment in machinery andequipment, nonresidentialand otherconstruction inven- tory investment, andgovernment investment,Government investmentis determined exogenously.Residentialconstruction is assumedto depend on income and housingstock, both lagged.Investment in machineryand equipment and nonresidential
construction are bothassumed to dependon changes in the totalvalue added ofthe nonprimarysector and on the inflow of long-termforeign loans, whichis exogenouslygiven. Foreign
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capital inflow turns out to be an important determinantof these two types
of investment. Inventory investment depends on dianges in theoutputs of
the primary and nonprirnary sectors.
Total fixed investment in the economy is thesum of residential coristruc-
tion, investment in machinery and equipment, nonresidentialconstruction,
and government investment. Fixed investment in the nonprimarysector is
defined to be 0.925 of total fixed investment. Fixed investmentin the
nonprirnary sector results in increases in capital stock in thenonprimary
sector, which in turn results in increases in future outputs of the nonpri-
mary sector.
New ZealandHere, as in Korea, four types of private investmentare
distinguished: private residential construction, private nonresidentialcon-
struction, investment in plant and machinery, and inventory investment.
Private residential construction is assumed to depend on current and
lagged building permits issued, lagged real balances, and the rate of
change in the price of residential construction. The volume of building
permits issued depends in turn on the stock of private residential construc-
tion. The functions for private nonresidential construction and investment
in plant and machinery are both of the flexible accelerator type.In
addition, the former depends on its stock and the average mortgage interest
rate, both lagged one period. The latter depends on its own stock lagged
one period, the price of imports relative to the consumer price index, real
balances lagged one period, and capacity utilization lagged two periods.
Total private fixed investment is the sum of private residential and nonresi-
dential construction and 0.70 of real investment in plant and machinery.
However, since there are no production constraints in the model, the
capital stocks have no effect on real aggregate output.
The PhilippinesTotal gross domestic investment is a function of current real
aggregate output, real imports, the price of output, and the wage rate; so
it includes both supply and demand factors. Investment enters into capital
stock, which in turn affects real aggregate output through the production
function. Although seven production sectors are distinguished, the man-
ufacturing sector is the only one with a capital stock variable. Changes in
manufacturing capital stock depend on total gross domestic investment
and the price of manufacturing output relative to the general price level.
Manufacturing capital stock enters into the manufacturing supply function
but does not have any effect on real aggregate output of the economy.
SingaporeInvestment is classified as either government or private. Gov.
ernment investment is exogenous. Private investment depends on exports
and on government investment, each lagged one period. The assumption is









































that investment is induced by government infrastructure investmentand
export opportunities. Thus, investment is hasicaUy demand determined.
The level of investnierit has rio impact on either current or futurereal
aggregate Output.
TaiwanTotal investment is classified as either government or private.
Within each kind, four types are distinguished: construction, plantand
equipment, transportation, and inventory investment. GovernmentInvest-
ment (except inventory investment) is exogenous. Investmentin construc-
tion is assumed to depend on expected profits, which isexogenous, arid
the degree of urbanization, Investment in plant andequipment is assumed
to depend on the change in real aggregate output laggedone period and
the interest rate, whichis exogenous. Investment intransportationis
assumed to depend on real aggregate output andon liquid assets of
business enterprises lagged one period, which is alsoexogenous, inventory
investment is assumed to be of the acceleratortype and to depend in
addition on the rate of interest. Since realaggregate output is demand
determined, increases in investment dueto changes in exogenous factors
will increase real aggregate output.However, investment has no cuniula-
tive effects because of the lack ofa production function through which
accumulated investment can exertan influence.
ThailandTotal investment is classifiedas either government or private.
Within each kind, threetypes are distinguished: agricultural, manufac-
turing, and service. Governmentinvestment is assumed to beexogenous.
Private agricultural investment dependson changes in agricultural output,
the supply of bank credit relativeto the price of capital goods, and the
price of agriculture laggedone period relative to the price of capitalgoods.
Private manufacturing and privateservice investmentsare both of the
accelerator type and also dependon the real supply of bank credit. These
investment functions are thereforehybrids of demand andsupply types.
Total investment (governmentplus private) in eachsector increases that
sector's capital stock, which inturn increases the quantity ofoutput of the sector.
VietnamTotal investment dependson GNP and imports. This probably
reflects supply considerationsmuch more than those ofdemand. There is no aggregate output supplyconstraint in this model.
Imports
As pointed out earlier, importfunctions are crucial forthe purposes of linkage. We have alreadyseen that in some of themodels surveyed,









imports play a direct role in the determination of investment, Imports can
also enter directly into either the production or the consumption function.
Here, we are primarily concerned with the determinants of imports in each
model. Imports can be either supply or demand determined or both. On
the supply side, imports may be limited by the availability of foreign
exchange holdings, which may depend in turn on exports, capital inflows,
and other endogenous or exogenous credit items in the balance of pay-
ments. On occasion, imports of a specific commodity may depend on its
world availability. This has not been the case in all of the Pacific Basin
models surveyed, although conceivably supply-side limitations of that kind
may be important for such imports as fuels and raw materials, especially
when rationingis practiced by the exporting countries. Ilowever, to
properly accommodate this possibility, production functions which depend
explicitly on fuels or raw materials must be established in the models
themselves. On the demand side imports may depend on GNP, other
domestic sectoral activity variables, and the price of imports relative to the
domestic price. Domestic sectoral activity variables may be further distin-
guished by whether they refer to the production-originating sectors, e.g.,
agriculture or nonagriculture, or end-use sectors, e.g., consumption or
investment.
In terms of the degree of disaggregation, many of the models are
remarkably alike: in those for Indonesia, The Philippines, Taiwan, and
Thailand imports are broken down by capital goods, raw materials, and
consumer goods. The Korean model also has a fourfold breakdown but it is
slightly different in coverage. On the other hand, the models for the
People's Republic of China, New Zealand, and Vietnam basically explain
only total imports.
e ChinaTotal real imports are a function of net domestic product lagged
se one period. Imports are not further disaggregated.The quantity of imports
s. does not affect the rest of the economy except as an expenditure item in
at the national income identity and hence helps to determine investment,
e which is defined as the residual.
IndonesiaImports are disaggregated into capital goods. rawmaterials,
and consumer goods. Imports of capital goods are assumed todepend on
real output of the nonprimary sectors and foreign exchangeholdings
lagged one period. Imports of raw materials are assumed to depend onthe
real outputs of the secondary and tertiary sectors and on foreignexchange
holdings lagged one period. Imports of consumer goods areassumed to
depend on population, domestic rice production, and foreignexchange
holdings lagged one period. Thus imports are determined by acombination
of demand and supply factors. Besides entering the investmentfunction
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directly, the value of imports also affects the balance ofpayments which
turn affects the I.vel of foreign exchange holdings.
KoreaImports are disaggregated into machinery andequipment inter
mediate goods, grain, and services (including factorincome) Importsof grain and services are exogenous. Imports of machineryand equipmentare assumed to depend on expected output of thenonprinlary sector (appro
mated by a weighted average of lagged nonpriniarysector Outputs) andthe real effective price of imports (approximated bya weightedaverage of Japanese and U.S. export prices relative to thedomestic wholesaleprice) Imports of intermediate goods are assumedto depend oncurrent flOflpri-
mary sector output and also on the real effectiveprice of imports
s described above. In this model, changesin imports haveno effect on real aggregate output.
New ZealandImports are disaggregated intoan endogenoijs andan
exogenous component. The latter Consists oflarge, random items.The former is assumed to dependon a weighted average ofpast and current real aggregate expenditure,real money balances laggedone period, domestic CapaCity utilization,and the price of importsrelative to the consumer price index. Imports affectpresent and future currentpayments for imports, which inturn affect the currentaccount balance and hence
official overseas assets.Endogenous imports alsoesler into indirect taxes-
customs duty function and thusindirectly affect disposableincome.
The PhilippinesTotal imports inmoney terms are assumedto be equal to total exports inmoney terms. Thus, thequantity of imports is directly constrained by the abilityto export and the termsof trade. Fourcategories of imports aredistinguished: capitalgoods, raw materials,consumer goods, and services. Capitalgoods importsare assumed to dependon total investment, the domesticprice level, and theprice of imports. Raw materials importsare assumed to dependon manufacturing sectoroutput, the domesticprice level, and theprice of imports. Servicesimports are assumed to dependon total imports. Finallyconsumer goods imports are determined asa residual. Since onlytotal imports, whichare determined by totalexports, enter into theaggregate investment function,imports of capital goods haveno effect on thequantity of realaggregate investnient.



















TaiwanImports are disaggregated into four categories: capital goods,raw
materials, consumer goods, and services. Capital goods importsare as-
sumed to depend on real aggregate output and exports laggedone period
Consumer goods imports are assumed to depend on the sum of personal
and government consumption and the trade balance lagged one period.
Service imports are assumed to depend on total imports of goods. Thus
both demand and supply factors are involved. However, neither capital
goods nor raw materials imports constrain the economy on the supply side,
because there is no production function. Finally, neither domestic nor
import prices enter into any of the import functions.
ThailandImports are disaggregated into four categories: capital goods,
raw materials, consumer goods, and services. Real capital goods imports
are assumed to depend on real gross domestic investment and imports of
capital goods lagged on period. Real raw materials imports are assumed to
depend on manufacturing sector output and on the effective price of
imports relative to the domestic price level. Real consumer goods imports
are assumed to depend on the sum of personal and government consump-
tion and on the effective price of imports relative to the domestic consumer
goods price. Imports of services are assumed to depend on the variable
itself lagged one period and on the sum of exports and imports of goods.
Thus imports in Thailand are mostly demand determined.
VietnamTotal imports are assumed to be a function of GNP and U.S. aid.
Imports are found to be inversely related to GNP, showing perhaps that the
Sul)StitUtiOn effect between imports and domestic output dominates the
income effect. The reason may also be that in a demand-determined
model, an increase in imports means a decline in GNP, other things being
equal. In addition to total imports, there are separate functions for rice and
fish imports, but those do not feed back into total imports.
Exports
In linking national econometric models which do not have explicit mul-
tilateral trade or capital flow details, it is frequently necessary to suppress
either the export or the import functions (likewise, either the capital inflow
or the capital outflow function) to ensure consistency. The reason is that
one country's exports rilust be another country's imports; if the exports and
imports of each country are determined by its own functions, the sum of
all exports may turn out to be greater than or less than the sum of all
imports, after f.o.b.-c.i.f. adjustments. In Project LINK,itis the export
functions in each national econometric model that are suppressed in the
Maxi-LINK simulations, as explained in section III above.
One possible drawback to the suppression of export functions is that
insufficient account may be taken of the supply constraints in the export
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sectors. This is especially serious in the model ii the supply price of
exports
is not an endogenous function depending directly or indirectly oneither
domestic expenditure or exports. It will also be impossible to takeinto
account unilateral quantity restrictions on exports. The latter circumstance
may be of great importance if the restricted commodity is a fuel orraw
material crucial to the production process.
In the Pacific Basin national econometric models surveyed,exports are
predominantly determined by demand-side considerations, with theexcep-
tion of the models for the People's Republic of China and ThePhilippines,
in which exports are determined wholly or partly bycurrent or lagged
supply conditions. Models in which exports are determined bydemand
side considerations may he further divided into those inwhich exports
depend only on exogenous variables, and those in whichexports depend
wholly or partly on current or lagged export pricesor domestic prices
which are endogenously determined in the models.For aI practical
purposes of linkage, exports that depend only onexogenous variables may
be treated in the same way as trulyexogenous exports, inasmuch as their
values in both cases are determined by factorsexternal to the national
econometric models.
Exports are exogenous in the models of Indonesia,New Zealand, Singa-
pore, Taiwan, and Vietnam. In the models of Korea andThailand, exports
depend on external demand variablesthat are mostlyexogenous to the
national econometric models. In theThailand model, thereare some
residual supply effects through thedomestic price variable and forrubber
exports through the tappable landarea variable.
ChinaTotal real exportsare assumed to be a function ofnet domestic
product lagged one period.
IndonesiaTotal exports are disaggregatedinto four exogenouscompo-
nents: oil, mineral products otherthan oil, exports of agriculturalproducts, and exports of otherproducts. Exports affect theeconomy only through
their collective effecton the trade balance. The latter affectsthe balance of
payments, which in turn affects foreignexchange holdings, which in turn affect imports, whichin turn affectgross domestic investment.
KoreaTotal exportsare disaggregated intoexports of goods and exports of services. Totalexports of goods are explainedby an external demand variable (weightedaverage rate of change of realJapanese arid U.S. GNP) and by an effectiverelative price variablein the Japanese and U.S. markets. Both the exchangerate and rate ofexport subsidy play a role in the formation of theeffective relative pricevariable. Exports of services are exogenous. With theexception of the influenceof domestic wholesale
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price in Korea, exports are determined almostsolely byexogenous vari-
ables.
New ZealandTotal exports areexogenous. Current receipts forexports, which are also exogenous because the priceof exports isexogenous, affect the current account balance and officialoverseas assets both directly and
through induced Current payments otherthan for imports.
The PhilippinesTotal exports are subdivided intoten Categories: logs and
lumber, copra, coconut oil, copperconcentrates, dessjcated coconut,
abaca, plywood, sugar, nonprincipal commodities,and services. Exports of
the first seven categories depend on a variety offactors: domestic produc-
tion, price of output, price of competing commodity,wage rates of agricul-
ture, manufacturing, mining and quarrying, price ofmanufacturing output,
and manufacturing employment. Basically, theexport quantities are deter-
mined by supply factors. For the model,prices of the first seven categories
of imports, sectoral wage rates, and domesticoutputs of logs and lumber,
plywood, and coconut are allexogenous. The last three categoriesare
exogenously determined. Exports do not depend explicitlyon any external
demand variable.
SingaporeExports are classified as either entrepôtor domestic. Both are
exogenous.
TaiwanTotal exports are exogenous. An increase inexports will increase
real aggregate output by the usual Keynesian multipliermechanism. An
increase in exports also increases profits, holding otherdomestic expendi-
tures constant. Profits influence taxes, and taxes influencedisposable
personal income, which in turn influencesconsumption and hence, ulti-
mately, the gross national product. Through thegross national product
exports will influence investment, which wiil havea feedback effect on
current GNP. However, inasmuch as aggregate real output is demand
determined, investment will not haveany effect on future levels of aggre-
gate real output.
ThailandExports are disaggregated into six categories: rice, rubber, tin,
othet agricultural commodities, manufactures, andservices. All except
services are assumed to dependon external demand conditions. Rice
exports are assumed to depend on total Asian rice imports, U.S. rice
exports, the export price of rice, and the Burmese price of rice. Rubber
exports are assumed to dependon total world rubber imports, the export
price of rubber, the domestic price level, andthe tappable areathe last
two variables representing the supply factors. Tinexports are assumed tobe a function of total world imports and of manufactured exports lagged
one period. Service exports are a function of the sum of exports and
imports of goods plus service exports lagged one period.
VietnamTotal exports are exogenous, arid since real aggregate output is
demand determined, a rise in exports will increase GNP through the usual
Keynesian multiplier mechanism. In addition, there is a rubber exports
function. However, the rubber exports function does not play a role in the
determination of real aggregate output or other aggregate variables.
Prices
Here we are concerned with the mechanism of formation of domestic,
import, and export prices, arid the interrelationship among them. An
important channel for the international transmission of changes ineconom-
ic conditions is through prices. Import prices can affect imports directly;
they can also affect the consumer price indexas well as the price of
manufactured goods. Furthermore, to the extent that prices playan impor-
tant role in the determination of the equilibrium of the realsector the
impact of changes in international pricescan be substantial. If export prices
are endogenously determined, then changes in domesticprices due to
changes either in the domesticeconomy or originating from abroad will
have an impact on export prices, whichmay in turn affect both the level of
exports to, as well as imports (and import prices) from, thetrading partner
countries.
On the basis of our survey,we conclude that the price sectoris a
relatively weak channel for the internationaltransmission of economic
disturbances within these Pacific Basinnational econometric models. The
possible reasons are that there isno price sector or that the price sector is
insufficiently integrated with the realsector or that the general price level is
independent of the price of importsor that there is no mechanism for the
determination of the price ofexports.
Even in models with disaggregatedimports, there is usually onlya single
import price index for all categories ofimports. This may lead toa distorted
picture if all or most of the importprice increase is in one category,e.g., oil.
It is also interesting to note thatin none of the models surveyedis the
price or wage determinationmechanism of the Phillips-curvetype. This is
so partly because the labor markets of thosecountries are probably quite
different from those of developedeconomies, and partly because dataon
unemployment are either unavailableor unreliable. Similarly, unit labor
cost does not play an important rolein the models surveyed.
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ChinaThe whole model is written in real terms.Neither domesticnor
international prices appear iii any of the structuralequations of the model.
Consequently, changes in international prices haveno impact on the
model.
IndonesiaThe whole model is written in real terms, withthe exception of
the balance-of-payment accounts, which are written in nominalterms.
Domestic prices are not included. However, changes in theimport or
export prices or both (and in the exchange rate) have an impacton the
value of the trade balance (though not in real terms) and henceon the
value of foreign exchange holdings, which in turn affect thequantities of
imports of the next period.
KoreaThe rate of change of wholesale prices in Korea is assumedto
depend on the rates of change of the money supply, realOutput of the
nonprimary sector, changes in the excha'ge raw. and prices of rice and of
public utilities. The last threere considered policy va.les and hence
exogenous to the national econometric model. The consumer price index
is also exogenous.'5 So are the effective import and export prices. There is
only a single import price for all the different import categories.
New ZealandThe price sector is quite detailed. Prices for sixconsumer
good categories are distinguished: nondurables, durables, private transport,
services, home ownership, and rent. The prices of nondurables and
durables are assumed to depend on the price of imports, the ratio ofwage
and salary income to real aggregate expenditure (a demandpressure
variable), and the prices themselves lagged one period. The price of
nondurables is assumed to depend in addition on the wholesale farm price,
which is exogenous. The prices of private transport and services also
depend on the ratio of wage and salary income to real aggregate expendi-
ture, on lagged values of themselves, and on the lagged value of the
general consumer price index. The remaining two prices are exogenous.
The general consumer price index is a weighted sum of the prices of the six
categories of consumer goods, with the weights given exogenously. In
addition, the price deflator for the building sector is assumed to depend on
the wholesale price of imports used in building and construction, which is
exogenous, the utilization rate lagged one period, and average salary and
wage income for private-sector employees. These prices enter into the
determination of the level and composition of consumption, the level and
composition of investment, and imports. Since the New Zealand model is
basically demand determined, changes in these prices will have consider-
able impact on the real aggregate output of the current period.
Import prices and export prices are both exogenous.L
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The PhilippinesThe implicit GNP deflator is assumedto be a func of
real aggregate output and themoney supply. The GNP deflatoraffects employment in the model and through employment,real aggregateoutput Given the implicit GNF deflator, the sectoral pricesof agriculturefishing
and forestry, mining and quarrying, manufacturing,construction transport,
storage, communications and utilities,commerce and servicesare deter-
mined, sometimes together with the sectoralwage rates. However, these
sectoral prices do not feed back into the implicitGNP deflator.
Import prices and export pricesare all exogenous. There is onlya single import price for all four categories of imports.Import prices donot enter
into the formation of the individual domesticsectoral prices; theyinfluence the implicit GNP deflator indirectly,and through it they influenceimports which affect investment andgovernment revenue. Export pricesaffect only the export sector.
SingaporeThere are no price variablesin the Singapore model,which is completely written in realterms. Thus, there cannot beany direct priceor exchange rate effects.
TaiwanThe Taiwan model isone in which the real sector andthe price sector can be completelyseparated. All the realvariables of the economy
may be determined withoutreference to the pricevariables. A change in the exchange rate willhave no real effect inthis model, but willinduce a change in prices. Likewise,changes in internationalprices will haveno impact on the realsector of the economy.l6















aloneand industrial products, the wholesale price and theprice of exports are
both determined as functions of the price ofagricultural and industrial
products. Third, the price of inventory is assumedto depend on the
wholesale price. The price of urban consumption isassumed to depend on
the wholesale price and the rate ol change of the servicewage rate. Finally,
the price of consumption is determined as a function of theprice of urban
consumption, and the price of investment is determinedas a function of
the price of industrial products. This is a fairly complexrecursive system.
But itis clear that the price of imports playsan important role, and
indirectly affects the price of exports.
ThailandThe implicit GNP deflator is determined viaa modified quantity
theory of money. It does not depend on the price of imports.Once the
GNP deflator is determined, the sectoral prices for consumption,invest-
ment, manufactured goods, services, and other agricultural goodsare all
determined as functions of the GNP deflator and themselveslagged one
period. The rice price index depends on the implicit GNPdeflator and the
world price index less the export tax. The rubber price indexdepends on
itself lagged one period and on the world price of rubber, Theseprices in
turn enter into the agricultural production, investment, and international
trade sectors. The import price is exogenous, and there is onlya single
import price index, although four categories of importsare distinguished.
VietnamThe implicit deflator for gross domestic expenditure (consump-
tion + investment + government expenditure) is assumed to dependon
gross domestic expenditure, money supply, and the price level lagged one
period. The price of imports is exogenous and does not have any effecton
the real activity variables or on prices. It appears only in the nominal GNP
identity and plays a role only in the determination of the GNP deflator. The
price of exports is assumed to be a function of the domestic consumer
price index and the export price of rubber. Again, it does not feed back
into the real activity variables. The implicit deflator for gross domestic
expenditure directly or indirectly determines all of the other pricesthe
prices of food consumption, nonfood consumption, investment, govern-
ment, and consumer price indexes (including and excluding rent)either
alone or in conjunction with other variables.
Money and Finance
The effect of a change in one country's economic condition can also be
transmitted to another country through the monetary and financial sectors.
In general, this willinvolve induced changes in the monetary base,
induced capital flows, and induced changes in the rates of interest.
Pacific Basin National Econometric Models
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Unfortunately, not all of the Pacific Basin nationaleconometric mo(els
have monetary sectors, ard with the exception of NewZealand, none has
a financial sector. Thus, evenif these models are linked,changes in
monetary and financial policies will not be found universallyto have
significant cross-national effects.
ChinaThere is neither a monetary nora financial sector,
IndonesiaThere is neither a monetary nora financial sector. Thereare,
however, variables such as foreign exchange holdingsand bank credit,
which conceivably can be affected by externalmonetary and financial
developments. One exogenouscomponent of foreign exchange holdingsis
net private capital inflow, which presumably will dependon the real rate
of return relative to alternativeopportunities of the same risk class.
KoreaThere are two equations in themonetary sector: the demandfor
money and the demand for time deposits. Bothare functions of current and
lagged values of nominal totalGNP, the rate of interest, anda weighted
average of past rates of change ofconsumer prices. The ktter twovariables are both exogenous. Money is particularlyimportant in the Koreanmodel because aggregate realoutput is assumed to dependpositively on real balances.
New ZealandThe monetary and financialsector is very detailed,cover- ing currency and trading banks,savings banks, and nonbankfinancial institutions. Demand depositsof trading banksare assumed to bea function of aggregatecurrent expenditure,government borrowing require-
ments, overseas private capitalbalances, and the interestrate. The latter two are determinedexogenousy, and demand depositsare lagged one period. Demand depositsof savings banks are assumedto be a function of
aggregate current expenditure, thepersonal income tax, theinterest rate, and deposits themselveslagged one period. Theyields on both long-term and short-termgovernment securities areexogenous. The only endogenous interest rate is theaverage rate on newmortgages. The United Kingdom bank rate enters intothe determination ofcurrent payments other than for imports and indirectlyaffects the currentaccount balance and official overseas assets. However,the latter donot affect the money supply directly.
The PhiIipp05Money supplydetermines the price levelvia a quantity theory mechanismMoney supply itselfis determined ina monetary submodel thatconsists of nine equations,The exogenous variablesspecific to the submocielare governmen[ debt, therediscount rate, thereservePacific Basin National Econometric Models
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requirement ratio, Central Bank loans to banks,and a catchall variable
including all factors other than the trade balancethat affect changes inthe
international reserve. Money supply is assumedto depend on themonetary
base and the reserve requirement ratio. Thenionetary base is assumed to
depend on government debt, Central Bank loansto banks, and the quantity
of international reserves, all lagged one period.Since the trade balanceis
aSS(Jmed to be zero in the Philippine model,international reservesare
primarily affected by exogenous factors, with theresult that money supply
is in effect exogenously determined. Themonetary sector also determines
the demand for currency, the supply ofprivate bank credit. and the
demand for time deposits, However, the lattervariables do not feed back
into the main system.
SingaporeThere is neither a monetarynor a financial sector.
TaiwanThere isneither a monetary nor a financialsector. However,
liquid assets of households lagged one period affectconsumption of other
commodities. Business liquid assets laggedone period affect private trans-
portion investment. Liquid assets are definedto be total holdings of
deposits in bank and nonbank financial institutions lesscurrency in circula-
tion. To the extent that the level of liquid assetsmay be dependent on
changes in international economic conditions, theyare a potential channel
through which cross-national impacts may be transmitted.
ThailandThe monetary sector consists of four equations: demand for
currency, demand for demand deposits, demand for time and savings
deposits, and credit from commercial banks. The demand forcurrency is
assumed to be a function of current GNP and the share of the value added
by the nonagricultural sector in GNP. The demand for demand depositsis
assumed to be a function of current GNP and the number of banking
branches. The demand for time and savings deposits is assumedto be a
function of disposable income and the share of the nonagriculturalsector.
Credit from commercial banks is assumed to bea function of total demand
deposits, time and savings deposits, the discount rate, the reserve ratio, and
government securities held by commercial banks, the last three variables
being exogenously determined. Total money demanded is thesum of
demand for currency and demand for demand deposits. Given a total
money supply that is exogenousl determined, the money demand function
may be inverted to give the value of current GNP. The price level is then
determined by a nonstochastic equation, P = kYIX, where X is real GNP
and k is a constant that depends on the choice of the base period of the
price index. Since price effects are pervasive in the Thai model, and most
of the sectoral pricesare tied to the GNP deflator, the impact of priceI
changes can be quite substantial. HoWeVer, as noted earlier, importPrices
do not have any direct impact on the gcncrai price level. The supply of
credit from commercial banks is an important determinant of investment
and given the supply-determined nature of the Thai model, will havean
effect not only on current real output, hut future real Output as well.
VietnamThere is no monetary sector, hut money supply, which isexoge-
nous, directly affects the price level.
Summary of Transmission Channels
We conclude this survey by summarizing the channels throughwhich
changes in international economic conditionscan affect each national
econometric model.
ChinaAs noted before, changes in international economicconditions
have no impact on the Chinese model. However, if theendogenous export
function is suppressed, then exportsare determined outside of the Chinese
model, and changes in exports havea direct impact on investment, which
is determined as a residual. Currentor future GNP remains unchanged.
IndonesiaFirst, a rise in exports, given thesupply-determined GNP, leads
directly to a decline in consumption, whichis determined by the residual.
It also leads to a rise in theexport surplus, which increases the foreign
exchange holdings. The effect isto increase imports, and in particular
imports of capital goods, in thenext period. Imports of capital goods in
turn increase investment in the followingperiod, Investment increases
capital stock, which in turn increasesoutput of the next following period.
Imports also depend partlyon current domestic real activity levels andthus
have a tendency to increasesome more so as to further reduce the trade
balance. In addition, the risein imports immediately tendsto restore the
trade balance andconsumption to their original level.An increase in
imports results inan increase in governmentrevenues through indirect
taxes. An increase ingovernment revenues translates directlyinto an increase in governmentinvestment, which in turnincreases government capital stock andaggregate real output in subsequentperiods. Thus through this channel itwill take threeor more periods before all the real effects are felt.
Second, a change in theexchange rate makes itself feltprimarily through changes in the U.S. dollarvalue of foreign exchangeholdings; a change in either the exportor the import price hasa similar effect.
Third, changes inexogenous items such as direct foreigninvestment and foreign transfers (aidand credit) also affectthe economy through their impact on foreignexchange holdings.
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Fourth, income from oil Companiesenters directly intogovernment revenue and affects the economy via the processdescribed above for
changes in government revenue.
KoreaFirst, an exogenous rise in exports, other thingsbeing equal, results
in a decrease in the statisticaldiscrepancy, because ofthe supply-
determined nature of GNP.
Second, a change in the exchange rate changesthe price level, which
can influence real money balances and hence value added bythe non-
primary sector. This sets up secondary effects through theinduced increase
in the demand for money and investment, whichmay in turn increase
output even further. An increase in import prices decreasesimports. An
increase in export prices decreases exports. All theseeffects are absorbed
by the statistical discrepancy variable. They haveno independent effect on
production or prices as long as the exchangerate remains constant.
Third, the inflow of foreign long-term capital (directinvestment or loan)
increases investment and hence capital formation and throughthe capital
stock the future levels of value added by the nonprimarysector.
New ZealandFirst, an exogenous rise in exports increasescurrent GNP in
accordance with the Keynesian multiplier mechanism.Inaddition,it
increases current payments other than for imports and decreasesboth the
current account balance and official overseas assets.
Second, a change in the exchange rate affects the quantities ofimports
and exports. A change in the endogenous component of importsin turn
increases indirect taxes. A change in the import price directly affects real
investment in plant and machinery, which in turn affects GNP inaccor-
dance with the Keynesian multiplier mechanism. A changein the export
price affects directly both company income and nonfarm other persons'
income. Finally, a change in the U.K. bank rate also adversely affects
current payments other than for imports and leads to a fall in both the
current account balance and official overseas assets. The import price
enters directly in the determination of certain domestic prices, and changes
init affect the general price level.
Third, a change in the overseas exchange transactions private capital
balance affects demand deposits of trading banks and hence themoney
supply. Influences of the money supply are quite pervasive in the New
Zealand model. Real balances lagged one period affect consumption,
investment, and imports.
The PhilippinesFirst, an exogenous rise in exports, other things being
equal, results in an increase in imports of the same quantity, leaving the
trade balance unchanged. An increase in imports increases total investment
and government revenue. An increase in investment eventually finds its230 Bert G. Hickman aridLiwrence J. Lau
way into increases in output through capital formation. Achange inoutput leads to changes in money supply andprices. An increasc ingovernmefl
revenue increases government consumption but decreasesdisposable in-
come. Current personal consumption, beinga residual of the GNP identity,
of necessity declines. A decrease in disposableincome affectssectoral real output and investment.
Second, a change in the exchange rateamounts to a change in theterms of trade. Hence for given totalexports, imports must adjust, andeffects similar to those traced out in the precedingparagraph hold. A changein import or export price also has thesame effect as an exchange ratechange. In addition, a change in importprices affects the consumptionof imports.
A change in export prices affectsboth the level and thecomposition of exports.
Third, there is a catchallexogenous variable which includes allexoge- nous factors that cause changes ininternational reserves. Thatvariable affects the monetary base,and indirectly themoney supply and through the
money supply aggregate real output, the price level,and the wagerate, If total exports are allowedto differ from total imports, thenthe trade balance will also exert thesame influence as the catchallvariable.
SingaporeFirst, an exogenous risein exports increases GNPin accor- dance with the Keynesianmultiplier mechanism. Theeffect is substantially
higher for an increase indomestic exports than foran increase in entrepôt
exports. Second, a change in theexchange rate has no effecton the model.
Likewise, changes inimport and export pricesalso have no effect.Third, there are no foreignexchange holdingsor foreign investment variablesin the model. The only channelfor the transmission ofinternational economic disturbances is throughexports.
TaiwanFirst, an exogenousrise in exportsincreases GNP inaccordance with Keynesianmultiplier mechanismMoreover,itincreases imports of raw materialsas well as consumptionin the next period.(But raw materials do not feed backinto production) It alsoincreases profits, which in turn increasetaxes and decreasepersonal disposable income.This will tend to lower
consumption Investment isaffected but the effectis not lasting becauseof the demanddetermifled
nature of the model. Second, a change inthe exchangerate will haveno real effect in this model, It affects onlyprices, including theexport price. An increase inthe price of imports alsoaffects onlyprices, since thereis no balance-of- payments or foreignexchange constraintto imports. Third, there isno explicit considerationof foreign directinvestment or other capitaltransfers and flows.Pacific Basin National Econometric Models
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ThailandFirst, an exogenous rise inexports, other things beingequal, results in a decrease in the statistical discrepancy,because of the supply-
determined nature of GNP.
Second, a change in the exchangerate affects the quantity andcomposi- tion of imports and exports. The generalprice level, however, isindepen- dent of import prices. The prices of rice andrubber, on the other hand,
depend on the corresponding world pricesnet of export taxes. Changesin
prices change land allocation and in turn theoutputs of the agricultural
sectors.
Third, there is no variable for foreign directinvestment or foreign transfer
of capital or aid.
VietnamFirst, an exogenous rise in exports increasesGNP in accnrdance
with the Keynesian multiplier mechanism. Anincrease in GNP, however, is
accompanied by a decrease inimports. A change in importsaffects
investment directly.
Second, a change in the exchangerate will have an impacton the
quantity of imports. Exports of specificcommodities such as rubber will
also be affected.
Third, the level of foreign aid (principally fromthe United States) is an
important variable in the determination of imports andhence indirectly of
investment.
V. PROSPECTS FOR UNKAGE
Linkage Feasibility
Quantities and prices of imports and exports, international capitalflows
(including foreign direct investment, foreign aid, and foreignlong-term
credit), flows of internationalreserves, and the international structure of
interestrates are theprincipalareasofinterface between national
econometric models. As presently constituted, the models surveyed in this
paper meet the minimum requirement for trade linkage, since they contain
endogenous import functions on auaggregated or disaggregated basis.
Consequently it would be feasible to link these models (together with
models of Australia, Japan, and the United States) intoa Pacific Basin
regional model along the lines of the Mini-LINK methodology mentioned
in section III, Without further improvements in the domesticsectors of
some national models, however, such a system would incorporate only
foreign trade multiplier effects and would be incapable of dealing withS
linkages through capital tlows, monetary disturbances, or the terms of
trade. And without further improvements arid greater uniformity in the
international sectors of the models, the linkages even through trade flows
would be unsatisfactory and incomplete.
Possible Improvements in the International Sectors
Geographic detail on the distribution of trade is a primaryrequirement for
a linked system thatisto be used for tracing the transmission ofa
disturbance in one country to each of the othercountries. Thusan
econometric model of multilateral trade flows should form thecenterpiece
of a Pacific Basin regional model. For reasons discussed byRhomberg
(1973), the most practical approach is through a trade modelbased ona
matrix of market shares.' As sketched in section III. theMaxi-LINK method
of international linkage utilizesa market shares approach in which the
shares are themselves endogenous functions of relativeexport prices.
The basic relationships in such trade modelsare a set of import functions
for the various countriesor regions and an export shares matrixfor
distribution of the predicted imports by supplyingcountries. Moreover, if
the export shares themselv2sare functions of relative export prices, for
consistency the import price indexes figuring in theimport demand func-
tions must be weighted averages of thesame export prices, with the
weights drawn from the sharesmatrix.
In principle, each country'sexport price and import quantity couldbe
predicted exogenously and the sharesmatrix could then be used to predict
the associated export quantitiesand import prices. This partialequilibrium
approach has been used by Tapiin(1973) in the expanded world trade
model of the InternationalMonetary Fund (IMF) and byHickman and Lau
(1972) in a pilot study ofinterregional trade flows in the PacificBasin. It does not require completenational models but only reducedform equa- tions to predict importquantities and export prices.
While useful insome applications, for example, forex ante projections
of trade flows, the partialequilibrium approachcannot be used to investi-
gate interactions between foreigntrade and prices and domesticproduc- tion and prices in thevarious countries, and henceit cannot be used to study the internationaltransmission of economic disturbances.For that
purpose, import demand andexport price equationsmust be embedded in national models withendogenous domesticvariables, The national models
need not necessarily belarge, hut theymust be complete enough toanswer the basic questionsto be asked.
The MaXi-LINKor trade shares approachto international linkage imposes a constraint that the simplerMini-LINK approach doesnot. For the latter,
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ILauthe existing import and export functions of the national models could he
used. For the former, however, the import equations for all models should
be on the same level of disaggregation, and there should be a correspond-
ing set of export price equations in each national model. These alterations
would be comparatively simple to accomplish in a cooperative linkage
project.
It would also be necessary to build the trade model itself. For that
purpose, the partial equilibrium approach outlined above could be used,
with import quantities and export prices given exogenously. As noted, the
trade model would be directly applicable to some important problems, and
it could readily be incorporated in a larger system of linked national
models whenever the latter were ready.
The Maxi-LINK or trade share approach may also be applied to the
analysis of the geographical distribution of trade in services. The so-called
invisibles, such as financial services, insurance, shipping, and tourism may
constitute a substantial component of the total trade of some of the Pacific
Basin countries, especially the smaller ones. To the extent that quantities
and prices of services may be sensitive to domestic or foreign develop-
ments, they constitute an additional important channel for the international
transmission of economic disturbances not captured by the merchandise
trade alone. The principal difficulty in the implementation of a model of
multilateral trade in services, however, lies in the need for the compilation
of data on the multilateral flows of services, which are much less readily
available than those on multilateral flows of merchandise trade.
For capital flows, an approach similar to that for the trade share matrix is
possible in principle, but it is not in practice a feasible option because of
the scarcity of data on multilateral flows and stocks of capital. However,
within the Pacific Basin context, it may be sufficient to focus attention on
the capital outflows of the developed countries, since the capital outflows
of the developing countries are negligible because of imperfections in the
latter's capital markets and because of the existence of foreign exchange
controls. The capital inflows (direct investment, aid, long-term credit) of a
developing country may depend on the domestic activity variables of the
capital-exporting country, as well as on relative rates of return and politi-
cal, military, and humanitarian conditions. The niore prosperous a country
is, the more likely itis to make more foreign direct investment and give
more aid, other things being equal. Thus, once themodels are linked,
adding the nominal GNP of capital-exporting countries to the equations of
capital inflows in the n-odds of the developing countries may help to
explain the availability of foreign resources in the developing countries.
This will also constitute an additional channel for the international trans-
mission of economic disturbances. Some of these capital flowfunctions
may indeed be of a bilateral nature. Frequently, these flows maybe tied.
Pacific Basin National Econometric Models 233thatis, they may be used only for the purchase of imports from the
capital-exporting country. Features such ac thce should also he taken into
account explicitly.
Further down the list of useful improvements are the explicit modeling of
multilateral capital flows subject to overall accounting constraints; studies
of exchange rate formation; investigations of the world markets for major
commodities such as oil, rice, rubber, sugar, and tin, which constitute a
substantial proportion of the exports and imports of many of the Pacific
Basin countries; and possibly a study of the role of the "Asian dollar
market" in Hong Kong and Singapore.
Possible Improvements of the Domestic Sectors
of National Models
Although the national econometric models can be linked as they exist
through international trade into a Pacific Basin regional model, the poten-
tial benefits of such linkage will be substantially enhanced by research
efforts in several directions. First, an attempt should be made to strengthen
the supply side of the models. At a minimum the supply side should consist
of a production function that depends on the capital stock, and preferab!y
on employment, energy, and raw materiak as well. The models of Korea
and Thailand, which already have supply sides, and the model of Taiwan
all have the potential for a large statistical discrepancy in the national
income identity. That potential should be eliminated. Further improve-
ments in the supply side will consist of possible disaggregation of the
production sector and a detailed study of production and deniandfactors
in the export sector. Second, prices do not playan important role in many
of the models surveyed. In order to capture the full effectof transmitted
international economic disturbances, one must havemore simultaneous
determination of prices and quantities. For example,the price of exports
must also depend on the quantity of exports either directlyor indirectly.
International prices should be systematically introducedas explanatory
variables in the formation of domesticprices, and if the trade sector is
disaggregated, both the export and importprices should also be dis-
aggregated to the same level. Formation ofexport prices should also be
explained on a disaggregated basis. Third,both the quality and size of
these national econometric modelsare quite uneven. While itis not
possible to standardize all the models because of localpeculiarities, an
attempt should be made to have the modelscover the same amount of
detail domestically and internationally.Finally, some of the models sur-
veyed here are short-run ones. Othersare of a more long-run nature. The
purposes of the short-run models are obviously different fromthose of the
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long-run ones. Perhaps it may be useful to considerseparate linkage 01
short-run and iong-run models.
Useful Linkage Exercises
What kinds of questions can be asked with a linked PacificBasin regional
model? Besides the usual questions that can be asked aboutany national
econometric model, it is possible to consider the nature oftransnational
effects of changes in the national policy or environment ofone country.
With international trade linkage (whether Mini-LINKor Maxi-LINK), itis
possible to study the international impact of changes in fiscal policyon real
GNP and prices in any one of the Pacific Basin countries,as has been done
by Hickman (1974) for Project LINK. With improvements in thedomestic
and international price formation sectors, itis also possible to sludy the
international transmission of inflation directly through trade prices.If,in
addition, the import functions of the Pacific Basin countriesmay be refined
to include significant price effects, meaningful simulations can be made of
the linked model under alternative assumptions such as (1) simultaneous
exchange rate adjustments; (2) simultaneous multilateral changes in the
rates of tariffs; (3) formation of an Asian common market or customs union
or a currency area; (4) imposition of general or country-specific export or
import quotas (including total embargo as a speciai case); (5) exogenous
increases in (he prices of critical commodities, e.g.,oil, rice, etc.;(6)
rationing of critical commodities. Of course, to properly gauge the effect of
assumptions 4 through 6, a model is needed with disaggregated production
and possibly consumption sectors, preferably ones that are sensitive to
price changes.
Concluding Remarks
On the basis of our survey of the Pacific Basin national econometric
models, we conclude first,that a Mini-LINK approachisminimally
feasible for international trade linkage of the existing national econometric
models in the present form. In addition, if a trade model of the Pacific
Basin is developed to explain the geographical distribution of trade, the
Maxi-LINK approach may be implemented. However, to obtain maxima!
benefit from trade linkage, the formation of both domestic and interna-
tional prices should be endogenized in many of the national econometric
models. Given the relatively high degree of trade interdependence among
the Pacific Basin countries, linkage of these models should bevery useful
for forecasting and for simulation purposes. The benefits of linkage will be
substantially enhanced if additional work on these models along the lines
suggested above is undertaken.
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APPENDIX B: SUMMARY TABLES OF NATIONAL
ECONOMETRIC MODELS SURVEYED
People's Republic of China, 1952-1957
SOURCE:T. C. Liu, "Quantitative Trends in the Economy,'in A. Eckstein, W. Galenson,
and T. C. Liu, eds., Economic l'rends in Communist China (Chicago: Aldine,
1968), pp. 87-182.
Summary of Principal Characteristics
Type of data: Annual
Method of estimation: Ordinary least squares
Size of model:
Number of stochastic equations 11
Number of identities 5
Number of endogenous variables 16
Number of exogenous or predetermined variables 7
Structure of model:







Price and wage determination 0
Money and finance 0
Dynamic feature: One-period lags
Special comments: Net value added by agriculture and net s'atue added by the
mining sector are exogenous.
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Indonesia, 1 954.-i 970
SOURCE:T. Eukuchi,'An Ecotiuniettic Model for theIndonesian Econon-iy,"
February )973" (mimeographed).
Summars' of Principal CharactenstiCs
Type of data: Annual
Method of estimatiQn:Two-stage least squares
Size of model:
Number of stochasticequations
32 Number of identities
31 Number of endogenous variables










10 Price and wagedetermination
0 Money and finance
0
Dynamic feature: One-periodlags
Special comments:Consumption is determinedas a residual; thereare many dummy variables; socialoverhead capital isan explicit vari- able,
Republic of Korea,1963-1972
SOURCE:H. Song, "AnEconometric ForecastingModel of the KoreanEconomy," Working Paper 7212 (Seoul:Korea Developmentinstitute, 1973).
Sunrnary of PrincipalCharacteristics
Type of data:Quarterly
Method of estimation:Ordinary leastsquares Size of mode!:
Number of stochasticequations
15 Number of identities
12 Number oferidogenous variables
27 Number ofexogenous or predetermined
variables
27 Structure of model:
Sector





Price arid wage determination
Money and finance 2
Dynamic feature: Multipeniod lags
Special comments: Production relations are nonlinear and include realmoney
balances. Foreign loans enter directly into theinvestment
functions. Value added in agriculture isexogenous; imports do
not feed back into production. Exports do not have supply
constraints. The national income identity can have large statis-
tical discrepancies.
New Zealand, 1965-1970
SOURCE:R. S. Deane, M. A. Lumsder, arid A. B. Strum, "Some Simulation Experiments
with a New Zealand Model," in R. S. Deane, ed. A New Zealand Model:
Structure, Policy Uses and Some Simulation Results, Research Paper 8 (Wel-
lington: Reserve Bank of New Zealand, 1972), pp. 14--64.
Summary of Principal Characteristics
Type of data: Quarterly
Method of estimation: Ordinary least squares
Size of model:
Number of stochastic equations SI
Number of identities 44
Number of endogenous variables 95
Number 0 exogenous or predetermined variables 92
Structure of model:







Price and wage deternilnation
Money and finance 15
Dynamic feature: Mtjltiperiod lags
Special comments: This is a Keynesian model with excess capacity. There are
therefore no supply constraints. Export receipts as well as
export and import prices are exogenous.
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Structure of model:
Sector






16 Price and Wage determination
10 Money and finance
9
Dynamic feature:One-period lags
Special comments: Themodel consists ofmany submodejs. Theproduction subsec- tor takes GNP as given.Personal Consumptionis computed asa residual. Money supplyand wage rateare basically exogenous.
Singapore, 1960-1969




Method ofestimation: Ordinary leastsquares Size of model:
Number of stochasticequations
Number of identities
3 Number of endogenousvariables
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The Philippines, 1950-.1969
SOURCE:J.[ncarnacionr.,R. M. Bautkta, M. Mangahas, andC. M Jurado,
"An Econometric Model of the Philippines with Projectionsthrough 1976'
graphed), Discussion Paper 72-5 (Manila: Institute ofEconomic Develop1acd Research, School of Economics, University of thePhilippines, 1972)
Summary Of Principal Characteristics
Type of data: Annual
Method of estimation: Ordinary leastsquares
Size of model:
Number of stochastic equations
62 Number of identities
21 Number of endogenous variables
83 Number of exogenousor predetermined variables









Price and wage determination
Money and finance








Special comments: The model is demand determined. Everything is written inreal
terms. There are no prices in the modeL Exports areexogenous.
Taiwan (Republic of China), 1952-1968
SOURCE:T. Yu,A Short-Term Macroeconomic Model of Taiwan," EconomicPapers,
S&ected English Series 8 (Taipei: Institute of Economics, Academia Sinica,1971).
Summary of Principal Characteristics
Type of data: Annual
Method of estimation: Two-stage least squares
Size of model:
Number of stochastic equations 30
Number of identities 8
Number of endogenous variables 38
Number of exogenous or predetermined variables 29
Structure of model:







Price and wage determination 10
Money and finance 0
Dynamic feature: One-period lags
Special comments: There are no supply constraints. The real sector and the price
sector can he uncoupled trom each other. Exports are exoge-
nous.p
9
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Thailind, 1 953i 969
SOURCE:V. Rainangkura, "A Policy Simulation Model for the Developmentof the Econ-
omy of Thailand" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania1972)
Summary of Principal Characteristics
Type of data: Annual
Method of estimation: Ordinary least squares andtwo-stage principalcomponents Size of model:
Number of stochastic equations
38 Number of identities
16 Number of endogenous variables
54
Number of exogenous or predetermined variables
35
Structure of model:











Price and wage determination
7 Money and finance
4
Dynamic feature: One-period lags
Special comments: Productionin agriculture is disaggregatedinto rice and nonrice
production. Manufacturing andmining and service production
are also distinguished separately. Capitalis the only limitational
factor in addition to land.Investment is a mixture ofan ac-
celerator model anda supply model. Export and importsector is quite detailed. Pricedetermination is through thequantity
theory of money. Sectoralprices are determined by theimplicit CNP deflator.
Republic of Vietnam,1961-1968
SOURCE:R. F. Daly, R. F. Hoffman,F. Nelson, H. WeingartenN. Hancock, B. Chugg, and A. Rojko, "Agriculture inthe Vtetnam Economy:A System for Economic Analy- sis" (mimeographed) FDDField Report 32(International Development Center, Economics Research Service,U.S. Department ofAgriculture, 1973).
Summary of PrincipalCharacteristics
Type of data: Annual
Method of estimation:Ordinary leastsquares Size of model:
Number of stochasticequationspciuic Basin National Econometric Models 247
Number of identities
20
Number of endogertous variables 49
Number of exogenous or predetermined variables 68
Structure of model:







Price and wage determination 12
Money and finance 0
Dynamic feature: Multiperiod lags
Special comments: This model is demand determined. There is a very detailed
price sector and an agricultural sector consisting of rice, rub-
ber, livestock, and fish subsectors.
NOTES
Although the U.S.S.R. is also located on the Pacific Ocean, we do not consider her in
this paper because the bulk of her economic activities are oriented toward Europe.
Immigration provides another important structural link when free to respond to market
forces, as in the European Economic Community, but that is not the case in the Pacific
Basin.
The best general reference on Project LINK is Ball (1973). Briefer surveys are in Hickman
(1975) and Moriguchi (1973).
As examples, see Moriguchi (1973), Johnson and Klein (1974), and Hickman (1974).
On the importance of lags, see Junz and Rhomberg (1973) and Hickman and Lau (1973),
who have found substantial delays in the response of imports and market shares to
relative price changes.
This factor is stressed in the "Scandinavian" model of "imported inflation" via export
prices. See Edgren et al. (1 969) as summarized in Artis (1971). The approach was
developed earlier (in 1966) at the Central Bureau of Statistics of Norway under the
leadership of Odd Aukrust.
Because import prices are entered negatively in the implicit deflator for GNP, the
deflator may understate the effects of import prices on the domestic price level, as
discussed in Hickman (1974).
See Klein and van Peeterssen (1973).
See Hickman (1973) for the theoretical derivation of the weights for pf. Alternative
formulations of equation 3 are discus-,ed in Klein et al. (1972), Moriguchi (1973), and
Hickman and Lau (1973).
Details of the solution algorithm may be found in Klein and van Peeterssen 11913),
Waelbroeck (1973b), and Moriguchi (1973).
An early survey of econometric models of the United States can be found in Christ
(1956). For a more recent survey see Fromm and Klein (1973). See also the SymposiumI
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(1974a, 1974b, 1975) in the International Economic Review. Intematj2(
include Nerlove (1966), Hickman (1969), BaIl, ed. (1973), andWaelbroeck (1973b>
These surveys cover all of the developed countries of the PacificBasin that are of
interest.
The national econometric models in Project LINK have beensurveyed by Ball, ed.
(1973). The models themselves will be published in a forthcomingvolume edited by j.
Waelbroeck for the North-Holland Publishing Company,AmsterdamCountries in-
cluded in the Ball surveys are Austria, Belgium, Canada, Finland,the Federal Republic
Of Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, the UnitedKingdom, and the United
States. Subsequently, models for Australia and France havebeen added to project
LINK.
A model for Hong Kong is being constructed at the ChineseUniversity of Hong Kong by
Tzong-Bau Lin.
It should be remarked that data for the Chinese modelare severely limited. Thus, the
specification of the functional relationships dependsto a large extent on what dataare
available rather than on what variablesare the most suitable.
In the published model, the consumer price index is listedas endogenous II this were
the case, the model would be incomplete.We have therefore assumedthat the consumer price index is exogenous.
in linking the Taiwan model to the othermodels, one can, of course, introducesome price influence on the real sector by makingexports dependent on internationalprices. See Rhornberg and Taplin (1968), Taplin(1973), Hickman (1973), and Hickmanand Lau (1973) for examples of variants ofthis approach.
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DISCUSSION
Speakers: Bert Hickman and LawrenceLau
Discussant:Hang-Sheng Cheng, Federal ReserveBank of San Francisco
Cheng doubted that, for the Pacific Basincountries, the linkage of existing
general-purpose national models wouldbe very useful. To be sure, as
Hickman and Lau had noted, the minimalconditions for linkage feasiblity
I
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are satisfied, since each of the models discussed in theirpaper containsan import function. However, the modelsare otherwise underspecifiedand hence the linked system would have littleanalytical power. Forexample very few of the models contain relative prices in thetradeequations. relative price terms are included in fourout of the eight importequations but in only two of the eightexport equations. Yet, none of thesitopics outlined in the discussion of "Useful LinkageExercises" could bestudied without relative price terms in the tradeequations.
Thus, the need for improvementsin the existing nationalmodelsi self-evident. In their paper, Hickman andLau had in fact pointedout that the lack of price terms representeda serious drawback. They hadalso mentioned the desirability of ultimatelyincluding internationalcapitaj flows. Cheng said hewas not as pessimistic as the authorsabout the possibility of modeling these flows,and even suggested thatcapital flow specificat;on would not beas difficult for developingcountries as for developed ones. In particular,Cheng maintained thatforeign aid couldbe tieated as exogenous; directinvestment would then bea function of the economic growth ratesinLDCs, and short-termcapital flows would depend on trade flows.
Hickman and Lau had alsosuggested that the supply sideof the existing
models be strengthened, forexample, by including capitalstock, volume of employment, raw materials, andfuels in the productionfunctions. Cheng vent further in advocating that
Consumer goods imports also beincluded in the production function,and he argued, in fact,that all importsshould be consideredas inputs for national production.This, then, wouldrepre- sent a significant shift in outlookfrom Keynesian analysis,in which imports are regarded as leakages UnderCheng's view, importsconstitute essential inputs for production,and therebyaugment national output.
Cheng criticizedKeynesian aggregate demandanalysis on other grounds as well. nariely, that it is illsuited for times ofshortages and inflation.He said it was high time thataggregate supply analysisstepped to the fore and shared the stage withaggregate demand analysis.
Similarly, Cheng arguedthat the MaXI-LINKapproach of suppressing the national export functionsis not appropriate fora seller's market. Given the current shortages, it would bebetter to stress thosefactors that determine the exporters' supplycapabilities and therefore,exports should be deter- mined directly, ratherthan indirectly, byexplicitly considerIngthe supply functions.
Given the variousdeficiencies of theexisting nationalmodels, Cheng proposed the possibilityof constructing
speciaIpurpose models forstudy- ing specific problems,where thenational modelswould share uniform specifications The resultinglinked systemwould have theadvantage of greater manageabilitysince it would bemore narrowly focused.And as5
I
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long as new models were to he developed, it would be desirable perhaps
to base the international price linkage on the Irlonetarist view rather than
utilize the cost-push approach which had been adopted by Hickman and
Lau.
Several other conference participants shared Cheng's doubts about link-
age feasibility. Robert S. Einzig, for example, felt that even with proper
modeling, there would be inadequate interconnections to justify the link-
age of Pacific Basin countries. He also disputed Cheng's contention that
capital flows are proportional to imports and exports and went on to argue
that in many instances investment flows show a stronger linkage with
Europe than with the United States. J. Howard Craven doubted if linkage
could be established without somehow considering the rest of the world,
and Michael Keran wondered if the Harry Johnson-Robert Mundell ap-
proach to balance-of-payments adjustments might not be more appropri-
ate.
Hickman and Lau were both sympathetic to the concerns expressed by
Cheng and others, and reiterated that the proposed linkage was only a
beginning and that the models would have to be augmented to make for
improved linkage. Thus, Lau reaffirmed that relative prices would need to
be considered. Hickman agreed that financial linkages with Europe are
important and suggested that ultimately trade and financial flows with the
rest. of the world would have to be considered, not to mention the necessity
of modeling the capital flows within the Pacific Basin region. Furthermore,
money supply and demand mechanisms would be desirable, too, and the
monetary base could be !inked to the change in reserve flows through the
money supply equations. Hickman emphasized that the price level had not
been assumed to be independent of the money supplyit only appeared
so because the monetary sectors of the various models were incomplete.
Hickman wished to clarify the authors' position on cost-push price
determination. He contended that exogenous increases in import prices
(e.g., oil prices) do in fact affect the domestic price level, and therefore that
this type of price channel constitutes an important element of the interna-
tional transmission process which must be taken into account in the
analysis. On the other hand, he also noted that the models allow for a
demand-pull price linkage in the sense that an exogenous increase in the
demand for exports also influences the domestic price level.
Hickman also took issue with Cheng's comments about the export
functions in the Maxi-LINK approach. He remarked that while it is true that
the demands for imports are determined and then passed through a trade
matrix to generate export demands, this in no way implies thatsupply
constraints are being neglected. In fact, export supply functions do existin
the Maxi-LINK national models, and these functions generate export prices
as endogenous variables which then become part of thelinkage process.
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variables.
Einzig observed that some of the models utilize quarterly datawhile
others are specified on an annual basis, and he wondered if annualdata
would obscure whatever linkages there might be. Hickman felt thatthe use
of annual data would be more appropriate since the important issues,such
as the developmental problems of LDCs, are concerned with the longrun.
Richard H. Holton stated that the availabilty of data mightConstrain the
modeling process and that, therefore, special-purpose models whichdid
not require large amounts of data might be more suitable. Hickman
thought the point was well taken, although he noted thatspecial-purpose
models do not necessarily imply smallness. In Hickman's view,general-
purpose models in fact might be more useful, since they can he utilizedto
analyze a wider variety of problems. And to the extent thatthe general-
purposespecial-purpose distinction is manifested in differences inmodel
size, largeness will constrain understandability rather thanapplicability.
After all, the computer technology existsto handle complex problems, and
itis not even expensive.
Hickman also pointed out that the dichotomy betweenthe general- and
special-purpose model was not strictlya matter of starting from scratch,
although Cheng had coupled the two in hisearlier discussion of thepaper.
In fact, Hickman questioned the value ofadopting uniform specifications
for the various national models, remarkingthat each economy is likelyto
have a distinct structure. Moreover,since local participation is desirable
because the modelscan then be updated and revised by those withthe
advantage of an on-the-spot viewpoint,it makes sense to start with existing
national models.
In closing, both authors againunderscored the fact that the linkage
proposed in the paper would be subjectto refinement. Yet, they contended
that Pacific Basin linkage wouldbe useful since these countriesare closely
connected through trade.
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